A review of laser electrode processing for development and manufacturing of lithium-ion batteries

Abstract: Laser processes for cutting, annealing, structuring, and printing of battery materials have a great potential in order to minimize the fabrication costs and to increase the electrochemical performance and operational lifetime of lithium-ion cells. Hereby, a broad range of applications can be covered such as micro-batteries, mobile applications, electric vehicles, and stand-alone electric energy storage devices. Cost-efficient nanosecond (ns)-laser cutting of electrodes was one of the first laser technologies which were successfully transferred to industrial high-energy battery production. A defined thermal impact can be useful in electrode manufacturing which was demonstrated by laser annealing of thin-film electrodes for adjusting of battery active crystalline phases or by laser-based drying of composite thick-film electrodes for high-energy batteries. Ultrafast or ns-laser direct structuring or printing of electrode materials is a rather new technical approach in order to realize three-dimensional (3D) electrode architectures. Three-dimensional electrode configurations lead to a better electrochemical performance in comparison to conventional 2D one, due to an increased active surface area, reduced mechanical tensions during electrochemical cycling, and an overall reduced cell impedance. Furthermore, it was shown that for thick-film composite electrodes an increase of electrolyte wetting could be achieved by introducing 3D micro-/nano-structures. Laser structuring can turn electrodes into super-wicking. This has a positive impact regarding an increased battery lifetime and a reliable battery production. Finally, laser processes can be up-scaled in order to transfer the 3D battery concept to high-energy and high-power lithium-ion cells.
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1 Introduction

Twenty-seven years ago, Sony introduced for portable electronic applications a high-voltage (3.7 V) and high-energy (HE) lithium-ion battery (LIB) based on graphite anode (Li,C6), lithium cobalt oxide (Li1−xCoO2) as cathode, and non-aqueous liquid electrolyte. Since then, LIBs rose as an essential tool for the storage of electric energy [1–3]. Currently, LIBs drag attention as green energy sources in pollution-free electrical vehicles. Electromobility appears today as a viable solution in the frame of new mobility concepts for sustainable use of energy resources and environmental protection, and LIB technology seems to be the energy storage concept with the potential to meet the future requirements of the automotive industry in terms of energy and power density [4]. In modern lithium-ion cells, thick-film electrodes (cathode, anode) are complex multi-material systems with defined material components, grain sizes, porosities, and pore size distributions in the micrometer and submicrometer range. State-of-the-art batteries with pouch cell design or prismatic cells for high-power applications consist of thick-film electrode stacks with capacities up to 60 Ah or even higher [5].

In cell manufacturing there are numerous production steps, which could be covered or supported by laser technologies (Figure 1): contour cutting, notching, slotting, structuring, welding, and marking [6]. The main advantages of laser materials processing are rapid manufacturing, high process reliability, and design flexibility. To become accepted in commercial battery manufacturing, the laser processes should improve or at least maintain the battery performance and safety. Finally, an economic laser-based process technology should be realized in order to achieve a reduction of the overall LIB
manufacturing costs. These requirements can be reached by the recently developed laser cutting, notching, and slotting of electrodes for commercial battery manufacturing. Nevertheless, laser technologies always compete with conventional technologies (such as mechanical blanking) regarding the size of investment, period of amortization, the functional aspects, operating lifetime, and related cell performance, which will finally decide a successful integration in battery production lines.

Laser welding processes such as tap welding, welding of battery housing, and welding of up to 100 current collector flags are intensively investigated and already introduced in some battery manufacturing lines [7–9]. Even so, state-of-the-art tap welding or welding of current collector stacks is still represented by ultrasonic welding [6]. For future HE cells using thick-film composite electrodes the laser-assisted welding will become more interesting due to the fact that the ultrasonic device may induce ultrasonic induced damages, cracks, or film delamination, to thick and brittle composite electrodes. Non-contacting laser welding methods with local thermal impact may overcome these drawbacks.

Laser welding and laser cutting in cell manufacturing are intended not to have a significant impact on the cell performance. The main intention of these processes is to make the production more reliable and to reduce production cost. This is in contrast to the new idea of laser modification of battery materials, which are directly involved in cell operation. Modification of active material, current collectors, and separators will influence the performance and cell functionality. This is a rather new scientific and technical approach: laser structuring of current collectors (aluminum or copper), coated separator materials, and thin- or thick-film electrodes such as LiNi_{1/3}Mn_{1/3}Co_{1/3}O_2 (NMC-111), LiFePO_4 (LFP), LiCoO_2 (LCO), LiMn_2O_4 (LMO), and silicon [10–14]. It could be shown for thin-film and thick-film batteries that laser-generated micro- and nanostructures can improve battery lifetime, cycle stability, and high rate capability. The structuring of current collectors made of aluminum or copper can be used to improve the electrode film adhesion which is a critical aspect for HE and thick-film electrodes [15]. Direct structuring of electrode films represents a new battery design concept which can be described as three-dimensional (3D) concept (“3D battery”) for increasing areal energy capacities and power densities [16–19]. Three-dimensional architectures in LIBs can, for example, increase lithium-ion diffusion, reduce cell impedance [16], and compensate mechanical tensions due to volume changes resulting from lithium-ion insertion and de-insertion during cell operation [20]. The 3D battery concept is extended by introducing capillary structures or artificial porosity in active material in order to achieve an enhancement of electrolyte wetting properties [21]. Both the improvement in lithium-ion diffusion kinetics and the turn of battery materials into superwick deliver advanced battery performances which will be a central aspect for advanced battery production. Electrochemical analysis showed that a steep rise of capacity retention at high charging and discharging currents and an increased cell lifetime can be obtained in comparison to standard cells with unstructured battery materials. In this review article, recent developments based on laser

Figure 1: Laser-supported production steps for manufacturing of lithium-ion cells in pouch cell design.
processing of battery materials will be presented, and their impact on battery performance will be discussed.

2 Short overview of lithium-battery technology and materials

The performance of LIBs is mainly defined by the so-called active materials. In commercial battery manufacturing, the active materials and other constituents are composed according to special and generally inaccessible recipes. Hereby, licensing rights and patent application play an important role. In general, secondary lithium-ion cells utilize cathode materials such as lithium manganese oxide LiMn$_2$O$_4$ (LMO), lithium nickel oxide LiNiO$_2$, lithium nickel manganese cobalt oxide LiNi$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$O$_2$ (NMC), lithium iron phosphate LiFePO$_4$ (LFP), or lithium cobalt oxide LiCoO$_2$ (LCO) [22]. Differences can be found in the type of lithium-ion diffusion paths. The olivine-type LFP and some silicon derivatives provide one-dimensional diffusion paths, whereas the layered compounds (NMC, LCO) two-dimensional and the spinel-type (LMO) 3D paths [23]. The practical capacities also differ as a function of active materials, counting 160 mAh/g for NMC, 120 mAh/g for LMO, 145 mAh/g for LCO, and 165 mAh/g for LFP [24]. In state-of-the-art LIBs, graphite is used as counter electrode, with a practical capacity of about 330 mAh/g.

In order to describe the functionality of a lithium-ion cell, one has to distinguish between charging and discharging. During charging, lithium-ions diffuse from the cathode, e.g. LiCoO$_2$, to the graphite electrode (the anode) forming lithiated graphite (Li$_x$C$_6$). This in turn means that during charging the cathode material gets delithiated, forming Li$_{1-x}$CoO$_2$ (Figure 2). The maximum uptake of Li by graphite is one lithium per graphene unit (LiC$_6$), which corresponds to the maximum state of charge (SoC). During discharging the reverse process takes place, and one receives the LiCoO$_2$ cathode structure at the end of the discharge process (0% SoC). There is the convention that the electrodes are designated at the discharge, i.e. the negative electrode as the anode and the positive electrode as the cathode. The anode undergoes oxidation, while the cathode sees a reduction. During charge and discharge, lithium-ions shuttle reversibly between two host structures, and therefore batteries with LiCoO$_2$ cathodes and graphite anodes are also called “rocking-chair system” with a working potential of about 4 V.

The gravimetric or specific energy density, in Wh/kg, is one of the important key parameters of batteries. It

![Figure 2: Schematic view of the principle of operation of a lithium-ion cell. Reprinted from [25].](image-url)
defines the amount of lithium-ions, which can be transferred within the charged battery at a certain voltage. For NMC the theoretical value for specific capacity \( \frac{Q}{m} \) can be calculated using the Faraday constant \( F \) and the molar mass \( M \) of the active material:

\[
\frac{Q}{m} = \frac{F}{M}
\]

with molar mass \( M \) for NMC, \( M = 96.461 \) g/mol and Faraday constant, \( F = 96,485 \) As/mol, the theoretical value for NMC becomes \( \frac{Q}{m} = 278 \) mAh/g.

Due to the fact that in the battery operating voltage window (3–4.2 V) only 58% of the lithium-ions can be extracted, the practical specific capacity drops down to \( Q_{\text{exp}}/m = 160 \) mAh/g [24]. This value is still referred to the active mass of NMC and does not take into account inactive materials such as current collectors, electrolyte, counter electrode, and battery housing. Related to an average operating voltage for NMC of \( U = 3.7 \) V [24], one receives a practical gravimetric energy density on material level of about \( U \cdot Q_{\text{exp}}/m = 592 \) Wh/kg.

This value has to be corrected still, taking into account the inactive cell components. Referring to technical data listed by Wood et al. [26], one can calculate the weight of the individual cell components for a HE 52 Ah cell (Table 1).

On electrode level, including weight of binder, additives, and aluminum current collector, the weight of NMC counts 64% of the weight of the entire electrode. Furthermore, the weight of the active material NMC is almost a third of the weight of the whole cell. This becomes even more worse on battery level including housing, electrical connections, and battery management system. The specific energy density of the present battery packs is nearly four times smaller than the energy density on material level [4]. Figure 3 reveals these different levels and the big gap (factor 4) between theoretical and practical energy density of state-of-the-art LIBs.

| Weight of components in a 52 Ah pouch cell, total weight 1140 g. Data extracted from [26]. |
|-----------------|-------------|
| NMC             | 347 g       |
| Graphite        | 171 g       |
| Copper          | 154 g       |
| Aluminum        | 110 g       |
| Separator       | 52 g        |
| Binder and additives | 57 g   |
| Electrolyte    | 249 g       |

Laminate material for pouch assembly is not taken into account.

Figure 3: Theoretical (see equation (1)) and practical gravimetric energy density of NMC based on a standard 52 Ah pouch cell [26] and state-of-the-art battery packs [4].

In recent research, the main target for applications in electrical vehicles is to develop cells with energy densities of about 250–350 Wh/kg on cell level [27]. Besides the development of new types of HE cathode materials, e.g. HE NMC, and HE anode materials, e.g. Si-doped graphite, an engineering challenge is also taken into account: a significant reduction of factor 4 in Figure 3 should be possible by developing new cell architectures, by increasing the electrode thickness, and by reducing the amount of inactive material. The combination of material development and engineering tasks will be the most promising approach for next generation batteries.

3 Thin-film and thick-film electrodes

The concept of a “thin-film electrode” is in general connected to the term “micro-battery” (Figure 4). Micro-batteries are used for small-scale and low-energy applications, e.g. micro- and nano-electromechanical systems [19, 28]. The thickness of the individual compact electrodes is limited to a few micrometers (Figure 4) due to the fact that higher thicknesses would lead to crack formation and film failure caused by mechanical stress.

According to a review article of Patil et al. [29], the first rechargeable all-solid state thin-film batteries have been developed in 1983 by Kanehori et al. from Hitachi Co. [30]. They consisted of a TiS₂ cathode prepared by chemical vapor deposition (CVD), an amorphous Li₃S₁₆P₆O₁₆ anode.
glass electrolyte by radio frequency (rf) magnetron sputtering and lithium metal as anode deposited by vacuum evaporation (Figure 4). Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is conceptually a simple deposition tool for thin films and multilayers. With the use of PLD, artificially layered materials and metastable phases have been created, and the control of film composition and new material combinations were enabled [31, 32]. The potential of thin PLD films for electrochemical applications has been recognized [33–35], and the number of studies is increasing steadily. The reason for the late recognition of PLD films for electrochemical studies is probably related to the fact that many electrochemical studies are associated with wet chemistry, i.e. liquid electrolytes, while PLD is a vacuum technique, and very often ultra-high vacuum analytical methods are applied for the PLD films. The first application of PLD as a deposition technique for LIB-related materials, studying mainly materials used as cathodes, was published at the end of the 1990s [36]. Only in the last few years, materials for anodes and the solid electrolyte have also been studied [33, 37, 38]. The studies on the thin films range from typical PLD studies of the films as a function of deposition conditions to electrochemical studies during cycling, to studies about the capacity, cycling stability, lithium-ion diffusion coefficients, or orientation [39]. Some examples are pure (LiCoO₂) and doped Li-cobaltate (LiCo₁₋ₓAlₓO₂); additional Al₂O₃ coating on LiCoO₂ thin films; double layers of WO₃(V₂O₅ doped)/V₂O₅(TiO₂ doped); LiV₂O₅ and Ag composite material, i.e. Li₄Ag₂V₂O₇; NiO-V₂O₅; Ta₂O₅-ZnO; anatase [33]; and LiFePO₄ in the form of thin films and as needle-like structures, which has been obtained by off-axis PLD [40]. Some literature data are based on materials that are less common in the field of energy storage or conversion but are ideal for studying the mechanism of diffusion [41, 42].

The energy per footprint increases with the thickness of the cathode and anode electrodes. On the other side, an increasing of the electrode thickness will lead to power limitations due to a slow lithium-ion diffusion kinetic. In order to overcome these limitations, the compact and dense electrode material is replaced by a thick and porous film composite electrode film (Figure 5).

In state-of-the-art lithium-ion cells for HE applications, the electrodes, anodes, and cathodes are complex multi-material systems with defined material components, grain sizes, porosities, and pore size distributions in the micrometer and submicrometer range. Thick-film electrodes are formed from slurries/pastes of active material powders, binders, solvents, and additives (Figure 5) spread on current collector foils via tape casting, slot-die coating, or laser printing technologies [43, 44]. The materials are usually ground to a small particle size and fabricated into composite porous electrode structures with a polymer binder to give the film mechanical strength. Thick-film electrodes reveal a high porosity in the range of 30–50%, which in general enables a penetration of liquid electrolyte through the composite film down to the current collector. A liquid electrolyte contained in the pores enables ionic pathways, and a conductive additive, typically acetylene black, provides electronic pathways to the surfaces of the active material particles where the redox reaction occurs. The homogenous wetting of the complete electrode with liquid electrolyte is required for achieving a sufficient lithium-ion diffusion kinetic in the entire lithium-ion cell and to avoid enhanced degradation processes and hot spots during electrochemical cycling. Therefore, the wetting process is a key issue and also cost-intensive in battery manufacturing [26, 45]. Conventional LIBs found in applications have a typically single cathode film thickness of about 50 μm [26].
In commercial cells it is common to reduce binder and carbon black in electrodes in order to increase the energy density. This leads to a high amount of active material in the coating in the range of up to 96 wt%. Another approach is to further increase the film thickness of electrodes, which leads to a reduced amount of inactive material, namely, metallic current collector (aluminum for cathode, copper for anode) and separator material. A thicker cathode and anode would mean that for a given capacity, e.g., 52 Ah, the number of electrode and separator sheets would decrease. For battery production, fewer numbers of electrode sheet cutting and electrode sheet stacking steps would be required leading to an increased throughput and improved cost efficiency. For a 52 Ah cell, based on the technical data given in [26], the final cell weight and specific cell capacity as a function of cathode film thickness was calculated (Figure 6), starting from the state-of-the-art cathode film thickness of 50 μm. For a cathode film thickness of 150 μm and 300 μm an increase in specific cell capacity can be achieved by 22% and 29%, respectively.

Obviously, thick-film LIBs (electrode thickness >100 μm) could achieve higher areal energy densities; the energy per footprint area increases with the thickness of the cathode; however, lithium-ion diffusion kinetics as well as the mechanical integrity of the film decreases with the thickness. The latter one is due to the fact that the active material expands and contracts during electrochemical cycling.

### 4 Laser cutting of electrodes

In general, the final contour of thick-film anodes and cathodes is achieved by punching of electrode sheets. Laser cutting might be an appropriate approach to replace the current technology due to the fact that mechanical blanking is associated with tool wear and inflexibility regarding cell and electrode design. It is assumed that a critical laser cutting speed of 1 m/s is necessary to be competitive with punching [46], which corresponds to cutting of one to two electrode sheets per second for HE cells (>20 Ah) with pouch cell design and conventional electrode film thickness of about 100–150 μm (total thickness of a double side coated electrode including current collector) [47, 48]. A typical NMC electrode sheet design for lithium-ion cells with pouch cell configuration is shown in Figure 7A–C. A vacuum chuck (Figure 7A) for appropriate sheet positioning and subsequent laser cutting (Figure 7B) is applied. Dust particles caused by the laser cutting are exhausted in order to avoid interaction with the incidence laser beam.

![Figure 6: Impact of NMC cathode film thickness on cell weight and specific cell capacity (state-of-the-art 52 Ah cell: footprint area 21×24 cm², cathode film thickness 50 μm, 37 double-sided cathodes, 36 double-sided anodes, 2 single-sided anodes, 39 separators, and 204 ml electrolyte [26]).](image)

![Figure 7: NMC cathode sheet before and after laser cutting (footprint area 8×8 cm²).](image)
and in order to reduce the number of particles on the final electrode surfaces (Figure 7C) and along the cutting kerf. Those contaminations and laser-induced material modification could be starting points for chemical degradation or lithium plating, which would have an impact on the overall battery lifetime.

Therefore, the cut edge quality has to be investigated in detail. For graphite anodes and NMC cathodes the laser cutting process by using cost-efficient nanosecond (ns)-laser technology is already presented in some battery manufacturing routes [49]. Due to different ablation thresholds of metallic current collector (copper or aluminum) and composite thick-film electrode coating and due to the Gaussian intensity laser beam profile, a characteristic cut edge geometry as described in [50–52] is achieved (Figure 8).

A step between the metallic current collector and the thick-film electrode is formed. The so-called “clearance width” has to be kept as small as possible, in general smaller than 50 μm. Figure 8 shows a laser cut edge of a graphite anode [52]. Typical defects caused by laser cutting are a heat-affected zone (HAZ) on both sides of the anode, burr along the cutting kerf, and the already mentioned clearance width. Even with optimized process parameters, ns-laser cutting will always induce a thermal impact to the electrode material. This is due to thermal diffusion length δw and surface temperature rise ΔT during laser processing, which is mainly controlled by laser parameters such as laser pulse duration τ and laser repetition rate νrep. A short pulse duration maximizes the peak power and can reduce the thermal conduction to the surrounding material, which can be described by the thermal diffusion length

\[ \delta_w = \sqrt{4\kappa \cdot \tau} \]  

where \( \kappa \) [m²/s] denotes the thermal diffusivity, which is about \( \kappa = 1.5 \cdot 10^{-7} \text{ m}^2/\text{s} \) for composite NMC thick-film electrodes [53]. For a 200 ns laser, the thermal diffusion length achieves values of about 350 nm, while for 350 fs a value of smaller than 0.5 nm is obtained. Due to the fact that the primary particle size of active materials such as NMC is in the range of 50 nm up to a few hundreds of nanometers [54], the thermal diffusion length of ns-laser radiation might be already critical.

Heat accumulation and subsequent thermal damage of the material during laser processing is influenced by the laser repetition rate νrep. If νrep is too low, the energy loss by heat conduction dominates, and all of the energy not used for ablation will leave the ablation zone. Higher repetition rates lead to an increase of the average surface temperature ΔT, which can be estimated by solving the one-dimensional heat equation for a rectangular laser pulse [55]

\[ \Delta T = 2(1-R) \cdot \frac{t}{\rho c_p K} \sqrt{\frac{t}{\rho c_p K \tau}} \]  

where \( R \) is the reflectance, \( t \) the laser processing time [s], \( \rho \) the density [g/cm³], \( c_p \) the specific heat capacity [J/(g K)], and \( K \) the thermal conductivity [W/(cm K)]. The local temperature increases linearly with the repetition rate, and even with femtosecond (fs)-laser radiation, values of about ΔT=7000°C can be reached by using 1 MHz laser repetition rate and an accumulation of 20 laser pulses [56]. A higher surface temperature in turn can induce an increase of the material quantity removed per laser pulse. This can make the cutting process more efficient. Nevertheless, a thermal damage of the electrode material or melt and debris formation should be avoided.

The laser-material interaction is a complex combination of photochemical and photothermal processes and is dependent on the laser characteristics and materials’ properties. The dominating laser beam absorption mechanisms may be either single-photon or multiphoton processes. A single-photon absorption process is characteristic for material ablation using UV laser radiation and ns-laser pulses. While multi-photon absorption processes play an important role by the use of ultrashort laser pulses with pulse length τ in the picosecond (τ<10 ps) and femtosecond (10−15 s) range. In the case of fs-laser pulses, the high intensity delivered by the focused laser beam can induce strong nonlinear optical absorption of photons in materials that might otherwise be highly transparent to photons at much lower intensities. Another advantage is the reduction of residual damage by minimizing thermal effects [57–59].

Besides the above mentioned laser-induced defects, also a chemical modification by material re-deposition...
could happen. It was detected by chemical analysis applying TOF-SIMS (time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectrometry) that due to ns-laser cutting of thick-film graphite anode sheets, a thin copper contamination layer was deposited on the upper coating of the electrode (Figure 9A), which is due to evaporation of copper from the current collector during the cutting process.

It is obvious that by applying fs-laser radiation the amount of metallic contamination on top of the electrode can significantly be reduced (Figure 9B). Furthermore, during fs-laser cutting, the formation of a step between the metallic current collector and the thick-film electrode, which is characteristic for ns-laser cutting (Figure 9C), can be completely avoided; i.e. the clearance width can be decreased down to 0 (Figure 9D). If ns-laser cutting of anodes can lead to deposition of a very thin copper film on top of the electrode, then it could be expected that along the cutting kerf a similar contamination would be formed. This was simulated and investigated experimentally for laser cutting of single-side coated graphite anodes by using a high-power (500 W) continuous wave fiber laser operating at a wavelength of 1060 nm [61]. In Figure 10A, the side view of a laser-cut graphite anode, 90 µm in thickness, is shown. A good cut edge quality is achieved, and the characteristic clearance width is presented without delamination, crack formation, edge banding, burrs, or visible debris formation along the sidewall. Melt formation along the copper current collector can be detected, which is due to re-solidification. Lee et al. [61] developed a 3D mathematical model for high-speed laser cutting of graphite anode material with which a theoretical copper concentration profile along the cutting kerf could be achieved (Figure 10B). The copper concentration along the cross section of the laser-cut graphite layer was also measured by using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) and compared with the simulation results (Figure 10C). Most of the graphite anode cross section showed a copper concentration smaller than 10%. At 20 µm above the interface of copper foil and graphite layer, the copper contamination increases significantly up to values of almost 100%.

Continuous wave, long pulse, or ns-laser cutting of graphite anodes are in general not critical regarding process integration in battery manufacturing. A marginal copper contamination seems to have no negative impact on battery performance. Furthermore, short-pulsed laser sources are so far preferred in industry in comparison to
ultrafast laser systems due to the fact that ns-laser systems with significantly higher laser power and lower investment cost are available. Nevertheless, the recent development of high-power ultrafast laser is an emerging topic, which might get relevance for industrial applications in the near future. Related to ultrafast laser radiation for high volume materials processing in industrial applications, the further development of optical devices with improved lifetime and fast scanner systems for handling of high repetition rates is absolutely required.

There are other types of electrodes that undergo chemical modifications or phase change during thermal-driven laser processing. This could lead to significant drawbacks in cell lifetime or cell capacity. For example, LFP electrodes tend to form droplet-like particles in the HAZ which is produced during laser cutting. Those particles are sticking at the cutting kerf [62]. Given the complex behavior of LFP, several different phases may exist at room and higher temperatures. With heating, olivine LiFePO₄ in the cathode may oxidize to form α-Fe₂O₃ or may undergo microstructural modification to form γ-LiFe₁ₓ(PO₄)₀ₓ [63, 64]. Lutey et al. [62, 63] investigated laser cutting of LiFePO₄ and NMC and tried to find the best condition of processing efficiency. Nevertheless, in order to avoid microstructural and chemical changes along the cut edge, the use of ultrafast laser radiation may be the right choice.

5 Laser annealing and drying of electrodes

Laser-assisted thermal treatment of active material for lithium-ion cells can be applied for thin and thick-film electrodes. The as-deposited thin-film material has in general not the proper crystalline battery phase and chemical composition. Therefore, rapid laser annealing can replace long-term conventional oven processes in order to tune the material properties. For thick composite films the chemical composition and crystalline phase are already provided in the desired form. Nevertheless, attached to the particles and the binder material, water and solvent act as critical contamination which has to be removed prior to cell assembly and electrolyte filling process. A drying process, normally realized by time- and energy-consuming oven processes, could be in future an economic laser-driven technology. Both approaches will be presented in this section.

5.1 Laser annealing of electrodes

Rapid annealing processes for LMO thin-film electrodes have already been applied by using halogen lamps for so-called rapid thermal annealing [65–69]. The annealing processes can improve the microstructure of the films, but many cracks may be easily formed in the process due to volume expansion and shrinkage. Large area thermal treatment can also reduce the flexibility to combine materials; e.g. the use of flexible and low-temperature materials as substrates will become critical. Laser annealing could be, for example, locally applied only on the desired electrode material. Laser annealing has already been widely applied to crystallization of amorphous semiconductor materials, like amorphous silicon, which are deposited on different types of substrates such as glass or polymers [70]. Laser annealing could be also a powerful tool for control of crystalline phases in cathode thin films, and

Figure 10: Copper deposition along laser cut graphite anode. (A) SEM image of laser cut anode in cross-section view; (B) copper elemental mapping along cutting kerf (simulation) and (C) comparison of the copper concentration between experiment and simulation. Reprinted from [61].
regarding the industrial established thin-film transistor laser annealing also an up-scaling for application seems to be possible. And indeed, rapid laser annealing was already successfully established for crystallization of thin cathodes such as LiCoO$_2$ or LiMn$_2$O$_4$ [71–74]. Besides the crystalline phase also, the grain size could be controlled for LiCoO$_2$ and LiMn$_2$O$_4$ thin films as a function of annealing time. In case of LiCoO$_2$ it was shown that suitable annealing temperatures are in the range of $T=400–700^\circ$C. Temperatures lower than or equal to 400$^\circ$C led to an insufficient phase conversion, while temperatures equal to or above 700$^\circ$C led to the formation of a contamination phase (Co$_3$O$_4$). High-power diode laser annealing processes were also developed for rf magnetron sputtered lithium manganese oxide thin films with the aim to form a spinel-like phase [75]. The Raman spectrum for an as-deposited Li-Mn-O thin-film is depicted in Figure 11B (1). Applying an annealing temperature of $T=600^\circ$C for $t=100$ s on the film, significant changes within the Raman spectra could be observed [Figure 11C (1)]. The characteristic peaks for the electrochemically inactive Li$_x$MnO$_{3-x}$ phase could be assigned [76, 77]. With an increase in laser annealing temperature up to $T=680^\circ$C and a fixed annealing time of $t=100$ s [Figure 11D (1)], Raman spectroscopy indicates a spinel-like Li-Mn-O phase showing the typical bands which indicate stretching vibrations of manganese and oxygen compounds at 629 cm$^{-1}$ ($A_{1g}$ species), the shoulder around ~590 cm$^{-1}$ ($F_{2g}$), and a weak band at 482 cm$^{-1}$ ($F_{2g}$ species) [76, 78].

Similar Raman spectra could be observed for an annealing temperature of $T=600^\circ$C by applying an annealing time of $t=2000$ s [Figure 11E, (1)]. The thin films showing the spinel phase were cycled and analyzed with respect to the composition of the formed solid state interface (SEI) layer [75]. Cyclic voltammograms scans identified that film annealing at $T=600^\circ$C for $t=2000$ s leads to characteristic redox peaks for spinel thin films [Figure 11, (2)].

5.2 Drying of thick-film electrodes

As described in Section 3, thick-film electrodes are manufactured from slurries of active material powders, binders, solvents, and conductive agents and further additives. As shown in Figure 12, the viscous slurry can be homogenously distributed along the current collector by tape casting or slot die coating. The significant amount of solvent leads to a shiny surface after the coating process. The wet coating usually is dried with hot air or with thermal radiation and subsequently calendered to a specific porosity. After that, the surface becomes optically matte. The drying process of wet composite thick electrode films is an important step in cell manufacturing. For example, film adhesion is mainly influenced by the drying process, which was investigated by Günther et al. [79]. It was shown that rapid drying by using large area infrared dryer can lead to a separation of the active particles and the NMP (N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone) or water-soluble binder, affecting the adhesion and cohesion strength of the electrode. It was also shown that cells made from electrodes with good film adhesion show also a higher cell capacity. Besides improving the mechanical

---

**Figure 11**: Effect of high-power diode laser annealing on crystallinity and electrochemical performance: (1) Raman spectra of Li$_{0.88}$Mn$_{1.98}$O$_4$ thin films (B–E) and LiMn$_2$O$_4$ reference powder (A), as-deposited film (B), laser annealing was performed for $t=100$ s at $T=600^\circ$C (C), for $t=100$ s at $T=680^\circ$C (D), and for $t=2000$ s at $T=600^\circ$C under ambient air (E); (2) cyclic voltammograms (Li$_{0.88}$Mn$_{1.98}$O$_4$, laser annealed for $t=2000$ s at $T=600^\circ$C). Reprinted from [75].
stability of the coating, the removal or residual moisture in electrodes is per se crucial for achieving the desired electrochemical performance which was recently investigated in detail for cathodes made of NMC-532 (LiNi_{0.5}Mn_{0.3}Co_{0.2}O_2) by Li et al. [80]. Drying of electrodes has also an economic aspect and shows great energy-saving potential. For a single 52 Ah pouch cell it was calculated by Wood et al. [26] that an energy consumption of 31.5 kWh would be required to remove 709.8 g NMP solvent by hot air drying.

With respect to the economic aspect, Vedder et al. [81] and Hawelka [82] recently developed laser-based drying technologies for anode (graphite) and cathode (LFP) for LIBs. The principal experimental setup is shown in Figure 13. For this purpose, a fiber laser (450 W maximum average power) operating at a wavelength of 1070 nm was applied. It could be proven that the electrochemical performance, the residual moisture, and the electrode morphology are almost the same for electrodes, which were dried by laser and by a conventional oven process. Peel-off tests were performed, and one can conclude that the film adhesion to the current collector foil for both types of electrodes shows no differences. The laser radiation is absorbed directly in the wet coating, and ambient heat losses can be kept small. In comparison to the oven process, the laser process could reduce the energy consumption for drying by a factor of 2. Nevertheless, up to now, the laser process could reach processing speeds of only 50 cm²/s. For typical coating speeds of 30 m/min for 52 Ah cells (footprint area 21×24 cm²) a laser processing speed of about 1050 cm²/s would be required. Further process upscaling using high-power lasers and further process optimization will be necessary.

6 3D battery concept

The development of 3D electrode architectures in LIBs is a relatively new approach for overcoming the problems related to a restricted battery performance, e.g. power losses or high interelectrode ohmic resistances [16, 18], and mechanical degradation during battery operation due to high volume changes resulting from lithium-ion insertion [20]. The general strategy is to design cell structures that maximize power and energy density yet maintain short ion transport distances. A 3D matrix of electrodes is proposed in order to meet short transport lengths and large energy capacities in comparison to conventional 2D electrode designs (Figure 14A and B) [16]. In the recent concept [85–87], the 3D micro-battery based on micro- and nano-structured architectures could potentially double the energy density by fully utilizing the limited space available. The manufacturing process for 3D architectures is usually a subtractive manufacturing. A common approach is 3D structuring of the electrode substrate, the current collector, before deposition of the thin-film electrode. Baggetto et al. [84] and Xie et al. [88] adopted an approach which aligned well with state-of-the-art integrated circuit technology such as standard lithography, etching technologies and thin-film deposition (Figure 14C). For this purpose, they used silicon as substrate for the so-called 3D-integrated all-solid-state battery.

All of these researches prove that 3D patterning of electrodes improves the electron and ion diffusion kinetics in the electrodes. Unfortunately, these methods are in
a very early stage of development and normally applied for model electrodes in thin-film micro-batteries. Furthermore, it is generally not feasible for up-scaling to thick-film composite electrodes or for large electrode footprint areas.

Laser manufacturing of 3D lithium-ion thin- and thick-film batteries was realized also by direct structuring of the active material [14, 75, 89, 90]. With the electrode fabricated by laser ablation or modification, the 3D and high aspect ratio battery was completed. The laser-engineering structured electrode provides a significant improvement of cycle retention, and an increased power density and energy density on cell level could be achieved. The principle approach is shown schematically in Figure 15.

6.1 Structuring of current collectors

Mechanical and chemical degradation processes in LIB operation are rather complex and are mainly responsible for a short battery lifetime. During charging and discharging, the electrodes of a battery undergo a volume change due to intercalation and de-intercalation of lithium-ions. Graphite anodes with a practical capacity of about 330 mAh/g are used in state-of-the-art LIBs, and they exhibit 10% volume expansion under charge [91]. Tin oxide, silicon, or silicon-doped graphite have been regarded as the most promising anode materials for next-generation LIBs [92]. This is due to the fact that tin oxide and silicon can theoretically enable a lithium uptake that is almost 10 times higher than that of graphite. The large number of lithium-ion insertion/extraction results in huge volume change of up to 400% [15, 20, 93]. In general, the huge change in volume leads to the formation of cracks, pulverization of the electrode, and film delamination combined with a subsequent reduction of available active material due to loss of electrical contact. Furthermore, cracks are starting points for chemical degradation due to interaction of the electrolyte with the active material. This continuing SEI formation leads finally to a reduction of battery active material. A significant increase of adhesion forces between the anode composite layer and the current collector would lead to an improvement of mechanical stability and capacity retention and lifetime, which was shown in a rather new approach by Tang et al. [15]. They could reveal that blind holes of 50–100 μm diameter and an aspect ratio of 1 (Figure 16B) which were laser generated in copper plates (Figure 16A) with a thickness of 150 μm can act as mechanical anchoring for silicon-based active coating leading to a significant improvement of battery cycle retention (Figure 16C and D). It should be pointed out that state-of-the-art HE batteries use current collector foils with thicknesses in the range of 6–20 μm.
A transfer of the above mentioned approach into battery manufacturing needs a significant down-scaling of structure sizes and depths as shown by the following methods: laser printing combined with wet chemical etching of Cu and subsequent Si thin-film deposition [94], and laser drilling of porous graphite anode films [95] were recently successfully applied in order to improve the electrochemical performance of anode materials in micro-batteries. Zhang et al. [96] could improve the anode film adhesion on thin Cu foils by introducing ultrafast laser micro-/nano-structuring prior to anode coating process. They could reveal that a periodic pattern by single pulse fs-laser ablation induces a self-organized nano-structuring which is very similar to the so-called laser-induced periodical surface structuring leading to a hierarchical surface pattern on thin-film current collectors made of copper or aluminum [97]. Additionally to an improved film adhesion, a reduction of impedance and a higher cycle lifetime was detected. It is assumed that the improved lithium-ion diffusion is induced by a preferred orientation of the graphite particles along the micro-/nano-structured Cu surface.

6.2 3D electrode architectures

Different types of laser processing for increasing the active surface area were established, i.e. “laser-assisted self-organizing structuring” and “direct structuring” of electrodes. The first of these processes can be applied to thin-film and thick-film electrodes that have small electrode footprint areas, e.g. for coin cells. The second process is not limited to micro-batteries like for other technical approaches listed in [19], which means that the 3D battery concept can be also applied for large electrode footprint areas, such as for HE pouch cells.

The formation of self-organized surface structures (Figure 17A) on LiCoO$_2$ and Li(NiMnCo)$_2$O$_4$ (NMC) thick- and
thin-film electrodes was achieved by excimer laser ablation at 248 nm wavelength. The self-organized structuring process [10, 72, 98] can be explained by selective material ablation and subsequent material re-deposition. It was possible to avoid material loss during laser patterning. The active surface area can be increased by a factor of about 10. Also, direct excimer laser ablation of thin-film LCO electrodes with structure sizes in the micrometer range could be realized with high surface quality (Figure 17B). Nevertheless, the processing speed using excimer laser sources with an average power of 10–20 W is quite low, so that it is proposed to apply this technology for micro-batteries with small footprint area. For high processing speeds and HE cells with large footprint area, direct laser structuring, either with ns fiber lasers (e.g. 200 ns) or fs-lasers (e.g. 380 fs) (Figure 17C), was established for realizing 3D microstructures.

Thick-film LIBs (electrode thickness >100 µm) could achieve high areal energy densities; the energy per footprint area increases with the thickness of the cathode. On the other side, for thick-film cathodes, the supply of lithium-ions and therefore the diffusion kinetics, especially at high charging/discharging rates, becomes limited in those parts of the electrode that are closer to the current collector, and a lithium concentration gradient along the film thickness will be established. This is worse with increasing film thickness. Therefore, not all lithium-ions of the active material can take part in lithiation/de-lithiation processes leading to a drop in capacity. This capacity drop is already observed for low charging/discharging currents of “C/2”, which was reported for the performance of an optimized pair of conventional lithium-ion anode and NMC cathode with single-sided thicknesses of each 320 µm [99]. “C/2” means that the time for charging and discharging takes 2 h each. Additionally, the mechanical integrity of the film decreases with the thickness, as the active material expands and contracts during cycling.

The thick-film concept provides HE cells, while high-power application and mechanical relaxation become possible by introducing the 3D battery concept. State-of-the-art high-power LIBs are usually achieved through a “thin-film” concept or by 3D electrode architectures with improved interfacial kinetics. However, due to manufacturing constraints, the thin-film and 3D technologies are limited to micro-batteries for niche applications. The combination of both concepts – 3D battery concept and thick-film concept – will realize a battery system with high power and high energy at the same time (Figure 15).

Thick films made of NMC (LiNi_{1/3}Mn_{1/3}Co_{1/3}O_2) with thickness of 155 µm, 185 µm, and 210 µm were produced by tape casting. The coating process is described in [100]. Those coatings are beyond the state-of-the-art LIBs with a typical film thickness of 50 µm. An increase of cathode film thickness from 50 µm up to 210 µm means that on 52 Ah cell level the energy density could be increased by 26% (Figure 6). Ultrafast laser ablation was performed in order to realize a periodic line pattern with a line-to-line distance of 200 µm [101] (Figure 18).

The electrochemical performance of LIB with laser-structured thick-film NMC electrodes was analyzed (Figure 19) for different C-rates, e.g. C/2 or 2C means that battery discharging takes 2 h or 30 min, respectively. Cells with unstructured thick-film electrodes reveal a strong decrease in capacity with increasing discharging current. With increasing film thickness, the specific discharge capacity of cells with unstructured electrodes decreases, even for low C-Rates. For C/5 the specific capacity for cells with unstructured films with a thickness of 155 µm, 185 µm, and 210 µm drops down to 132 mAh/g, 111 mAh/g, and 76 mAh/g, respectively. Due to laser structuring of cathodes with 210 µm in film thickness, a loss in active
material of 7% was obtained. On the other side, due to laser structuring, the specific capacity of cells with 210 μm cathode films can be increased by 74% for C/5. This is a huge effect, which cannot be explained by the small amount of active material removed during structuring. The main driven mechanism is the improved lithium-ion diffusion kinetics in 3D electrodes. For cells with structured electrodes cell failure at high C-rates can be avoided. Even for 2C, remarkable capacity retention for all film thicknesses could be achieved. That means that HE and high-power LIB become possible at the same time.

In recent research from Mangang et al. [102] it could be proven that the laser micro-structuring of thick-film LFP electrodes leads to an increase of the chemical diffusion coefficient, i.e. the lithium-ion diffusion kinetics could be significantly improved by increasing the active surface area due to laser structuring. It could be shown by Smyrek et al. [103] that for laser-structured NMC electrodes the lithium concentration significantly increases along the contour of 3D microstructures (Figure 20), especially for high charging and discharging rates. It is stated that 3D architectures act as an attractor for lithium-ions, and a boost of battery performance regarding battery power and lifetime can be achieved.

Besides an improved lithium-ion diffusion kinetic in 3D electrode materials [20, 72, 73, 104–109], it has been shown that 3D grid structures can counter delamination from the current collector due to volume expansion during electrochemical cycling for both LMO intercalation cathodes and conversion-type tin oxide (SnO₂) anodes [20, 104]. Besides reduction of mechanical degradation of the electrode materials, chemical degradation and dissolution of active material components in the electrolyte has been influenced by laser processing into 3D conical microstructures and subsequent passivation by C-60 coating [89]. Finally, it could be shown that the cycling behavior of lithium manganese oxides in liquid electrolyte could be stabilized by passivation of 3D microstructures with indium tin oxide (ITO) thin films [105].

![Figure 18](image-url) Laser structuring of NMC thick-film electrodes. (A) SEM image (top view) and (B) microscopy image (cross-section view) (film thickness: 155 μm).

![Figure 19](image-url) Specific discharge capacity as a function of cycle number for lithium-ion cells with structured and unstructured NMC-111 thick-film electrodes (film thickness: 155 μm, 185 μm, 210 μm) for different discharge C-rates.

![Figure 20](image-url) Schematic illustration for laser-structured NMC electrodes (in cross-section view) during electrochemical cycling at high discharge rates. Reprinted from [103].
One important issue is the loss in active material due to direct laser structuring of thick-film electrodes. The removal of active material depends on the pitch distance and on the type of laser ablation. By using 200 ns-laser radiation and a pitch distance of 200 μm, the loss in active material can reach values of about 30% [13] which is quite too high for industrial application. A pitch distance of 600 μm would reduce the material loss below 10 wt% while maintaining an improved wetting of the electrodes with liquid electrolyte (Section 6.4). Nevertheless, it is expected that an increasing pitch distance will reduce the lithium-ion diffusion kinetic and its impact on high rate capability. By using fs-laser ablation and the same optical beam path as for ns-laser radiation [13], higher aspect ratios and a reduced mass loss can be achieved in comparison to ns-laser ablation. For a pitch distance of 200 μm and a pulse length of 380 fs the loss in active mass could be reduced down to 6.8 wt% (Figure 18A and B). By increasing the pitch distance up to 300 μm, the loss in active material could be reduced down to 4.5 wt%.

The removal of active material will have an impact on the cell manufacturing costs. Figure 21 shows the cost contributions for production of a 52 Ah lithium-ion cell [26]. The total cell manufacturing costs are 272 $/kWh, while 30% (82.5 $/kWh) of these costs are attributed to the cathode material. For this state-of-the-art cell system, the cathodes are made of NMC with a layer thickness of 50 μm. It is assumed that the laser structuring process for such thin layers will lead to an active material loss in the range of 4–5% with a line pitch distance in the range of 200–300 μm. This means that due to active material removal additional costs for active material are in the order of 3.3–4.1 $/kWh, which corresponds to an increase of cell costs in the order of 1.2–1.5%. This increase in cell costs will be overcompensated by the benefit of combining the 3D battery concept and the thick-film concept (Figure 6), which will be discussed in Section 6.4. Nevertheless, ongoing studies have to investigate in more detail the electrochemical performance as a function of pitch distance and material loss in order to find the most cost-efficient electrode design for high-power and HE applications.

### 6.3 Laser printing of batteries

For the fabrication of thick-film electrodes with small lateral resolution, printing technologies such as laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) are appropriate and even suitable for the manufacturing of a complete all-solid-state lithium-ion micro-batteries [44]. LIFT has shown to be a promising method for fabricating lithium-ion micro-battery electrodes and even all-solid micro-batteries [110, 111]. LIFT is a direct write technique that allows printing from a variety of functional materials, such as composite electrode materials. It is a non-contact, nozzle-free additive manufacturing process for producing highly porous thick-film electrodes with adjustable thickness. While thin-film electrodes are in general made of compact thin films produced by physical vapor deposition or CVD processes with a film thickness in the micrometer range or less, laser printing of composite electrodes leads to minimum film thicknesses in the range of 5 μm. Due to multiple printing steps, one can adjust the electrode film thicknesses significantly above 100 μm [44]. Discharge capacities of about 2.6 mAh/cm² could be achieved for printed LiCoO₂ cathodes which is over an order of magnitude higher than those that were reported for sputter-deposited thin-film electrodes [44]. One of the advantages of LIFT is that the printed electrodes show porous structures with high active surface area. The porosity of such films can be in the range of 30–50% leading to an increased contact area between the electrodes and the electrolyte. The charge transfer will be significantly improved in comparison to dense and compact films, which is quite important for electrochemical devices.

LIFT for printing of batteries uses in general a pulsed UV laser [wavelength λ = 355 nm, pulse length (FWHM) \( \tau = 30 \text{ ns} \)] beam to induce the transfer of nano paste material from a donor substrate (glass slide) onto a receiver substrate (Figure 22). The substrate (current collector) is facing the donor substrate at a distance of about 100 μm. When the laser intensity is higher than the threshold
energy, material is ejected from the glass slide and is transferred to the substrate ("printed voxel"). For example, for printing of LiMn$_2$O$_4$ electrodes the laser intensity was maintained at 50 mJ/cm$^2$ [11].

Complete lithium-ion micro-batteries with LiCoO$_2$ as cathode and carbon as counter electrode were fabricated by LIFT, whereby the laser-printed electrodes were separated by a porous membrane (Figure 23). However, little research has examined the effects of laser processing parameters on battery performance. In particular, the orientation and texture of electrodes, e.g. LiCoO$_2$, produced in the LIFT process could have a significant effect on the electrochemical performance [113, 114]. The combination of printing of LMO electrodes by LIFT and subsequent fs-laser structuring was shown by Pröll et al. [11]. An array of 3D grid rectangular electrode structures were established, and an improvement in high rate capability was achieved. Rosenberg and Hintennach [115] proposed a LIFT approach using excimer laser, and they could demonstrate successfully the printing of lithium-sulfur-based electrodes. An up-scaling of this technology for HE cells with footprint areas up to 9 × 18 cm$^2$ was proposed.

6.4 Electrolyte wetting

A main issue in cell production is the wetting of composite electrodes and separator materials with liquid electrolyte which is realized by time- and cost-consuming vacuum and storage processes at elevated temperatures [26, 45]. The liquid electrolyte has to be forced into micro- and nano-sized pores of the electrode and separator materials. Nevertheless, by applying current electrolyte filling processes, insufficient wetting of battery materials is one drawback resulting in a certain production failure rate, a lowered cell capacity, or a reduced battery lifetime. Laser structuring has been successfully applied for the formation of capillary microstructures in separators [21] and thick-film tape-cast electrodes resulting in an acceleration and homogeneity of electrolyte wetting. For thick-film composite electrodes an appropriate structure design delivers the most efficient capillary transport, and it could be shown that a huge impact on battery performance regarding battery lifetime and capacity retention at high charging and discharging currents could be achieved [13].

The capillary rise $h$ of the electrolyte liquids along the laser-generated micro-capillary structures can in principle be described by the classical Washburn equation [13]:

$$\frac{dh}{dt} = \frac{r^2}{8 \mu h} \left( \frac{2\sigma \cos \theta}{r} - \Delta \rho g h \right)$$

where at $h$ [m] is the height of capillary rise of the liquid within the capillary, $t$ [s] is the capillary rise time, $\sigma$ [kg/s$^2$] and $\mu$ [kg/(ms)] are the surface tension and viscosity of the liquid, $r$ [m] is the capillary radius, $\Delta \rho$ [kg/m$^3$] is the difference in density between liquid and the gas-phase, $g$ [m/s$^2$] is the acceleration due to gravity, and $\theta$ [$^\circ$] is the contact angle between the wall and the meniscus.

Figure 22: Schematic view of the LIFT setup. Reprinted from [112].

Figure 23: Cross-sectional view, (A) schematic, and (B) SEM micrograph of a lithium-ion micro-battery fabricated by LIFT. Reprinted from [44].
By neglecting the gravity and assuming that the capillary structure is filled at the beginning \(t = 0\) up to an height of \(h = h_0\), the integration of equation (4) delivers

\[
h = h_0 + \sqrt{\frac{\sigma \cos \theta}{2\mu}} \cdot t_h = h_0 + K \cdot t_h^{0.5}
\]

(5)

where at \(K [m/s^{0.5}]\) describes the penetration ability of the liquid, and \(t_h [s]\) the capillary rise time for achieving the height \(h [m]\).

The capillary rise of liquid electrolyte in laser-generated micro-channels in composite NMC electrodes could be described by equation (5) [13]. Recently, comparative studies of capillary rise in micro channels produced by embossing were performed (Figure 24A). It can be clearly seen that embossing leads to an inhomogeneity in material density, which in turn will have an impact on the porosity distribution. The edges of the generated channels were compressed which completely differs to the edges of the micro-channels produced by laser ablation (Figure 24B). Laser ablation provided open porosity along the generated sidewalls. The wetting behavior of capillary structures produced by these two methods is quite different (Figure 25A). For the laser-generated capillary structures a penetration ability of 12 [equation (5)] could be reached, while for embossed channels only a value of two was obtained. After 20 s the embossed electrodes achieved a capillary rise of about 10 mm, while the laser-generated capillaries were filled with electrolyte up to 54 mm. Finally, the battery performances, the capacity as a function of cycle number, was investigated (Figure 25B). Cells assembled with embossed NMC electrodes rapidly dropped in capacity. After 100 cycles only 87% capacity retention was achieved, while for cells with laser-structured NMC electrodes the capacity retention is better than 99% (93% after 1000 cycles, not shown here). It is obvious that embossing, which could be easily performed during the conventional calendering processing step in battery manufacturing, is not a suitable technology in order to replace laser structuring.

Laser-structured composite electrodes were developed for high-rate capability as well as for transforming regular electrode surfaces to superwicking for quick and efficient electrolyte impregnation [12, 116, 117]. It has been demonstrated that this process allows for the complete and rapid wetting of the electrode materials with liquid electrolyte [118]. Homogeneous wetting of electrode materials for LIBs is one of the basic requirements for proper
cell operation especially under challenging conditions such as charging and discharging at high currents.

Proper electrolyte filling is still a challenging issue in industrial production of large-areal LIB pouch cells where failure rates have to be minimized. Integration of laser processing technology into battery manufacturing will provide new impacts to process reliability, processing cost reduction, improved battery performance, and battery safety. Especially for HE batteries, wetting of the electrodes with liquid electrolyte is a critical issue. Large electrode sheets (e.g. 21 × 24 cm² [26]) are used, and in high-current cell, anodes and cathodes – separated by electrically insulating separator foils – are stacked until capacities of e.g. 40–60 Ah are reached. For this purpose, stacks of up to 100 individual layers are built up. After stacking which represents a technical challenge, this stack has to be filled with liquid electrolyte, such that the electrolyte penetrates the individual layers of the stack, and these layers are wetted completely and homogeneously. Due to the high vapor pressure of the liquid electrolyte, the filling process has to take place in a controlled and reliable manner. In the manufacture of cells on a large technical scale, it is presently tried to accomplish homogeneous electrolyte wetting by expensive and time-consuming vacuum and storage processes at elevated temperatures [26]. However, it has to be assumed that in spite of this high technical expenditure, a certain production failure rate is caused by insufficient electrode wetting in the manufactured cell. Insufficient electrolyte wetting would lead to dry areas in the cell, which are not contributing to electrochemical reactions leading to a decrease of the overall cell capacity. Those hot spots are starting points for cell degradation and cell failure under challenging cycling conditions. This is the only reason why the massive technical expenditure of the process steps of electrolyte filling and storage at elevated temperatures, which require investments of millions in commercial cell manufacture lines, are accepted. The laser-based structuring technology will accelerate the wetting process and will lead to a homogenized electrolyte wetting. It is assumed that due to laser processing the warm aging process of several days (72–96 h) can be avoided, which will lead to a reduction of energy and power consumption. Additional costs for vacuum, storage room, and logistic can be avoided. Finally, the 3D battery concept can reduce the cell manufacturing costs by 20%. These values were taken from Wood et al. [26] with estimated cell costs of 272 $/kWh on base of a 52 Ah pouch cell (NMC). The thick-film concept will lead to an increase of 20–30% in specific cell capacity (Figure 6). Material costs and production costs can be further reduced due to less inactive material and less processing steps, respectively. Under the assumption that an overall cost reduction of “only” 20% can be achieved, the cell cost would drop by a value of 50 €/kWh. For an electrical vehicle with 55 kWh (100 cells), a benefit of about 2800 € could be obtained (28 € per cell). It is obvious that the laser process will have also an impact on the battery manufacturing cost. A rough estimation of the laser throughput taking into account the conventional electrode coating speed (30 m/min) leads to the assumption that a single production line will consist of about three laser machines. Over a period of 5 years electrodes for approximately 5 Mio cells can be laser structured for a budget of about 5 Mio € including the laser investment costs of about 1.5 Mio €. Under these assumptions, the laser process will lead to an increase in manufacturing cost of about 1 €/cell which is significantly smaller than the above mentioned benefit of about 28 €/cell. Nevertheless, it should be pointed out that the laser machines, their maintenance, and the required optical devices, e.g. polygon scanner, are currently cutting edge technology, and a fully proven concept and machine design is still required to be developed.

The above mentioned assumptions regarding processing costs need to be critically reviewed regarding the

Figure 25: Comparison between laser structuring and structuring via embossing/calendering: (A) height of capillary rise as a function of time for structured NMC, and (B) discharge capacity as a function of cycle number for cells with laser-structured and embossed NMC.
electrode footprint area. For a large footprint area, the time-dependent electrolyte wetting might need a certain time, even with support by capillary structures. For the boundary condition $\frac{dh}{dt} (h = h_{\text{max}}) = 0$ a maximum height of capillary rise of about 20 cm could be calculated from equation (4) for a wetting arrangement versus gravity [13] which is in good agreement with typical dimensions of a 40 Ah cell. But it is also clear from Figure 25A that wetting of large footprint areas could take several minutes. Finally, an experimental evaluation for large footprint areas and large number of electrode stacks is necessary in order to prove the reduction in processing costs.

In a first approach, the impact of laser-generated capillary structures was evaluated by producing pouch cells with footprint areas of 25 cm$^2$ with structured and unstructured NMC cathodes [13]. While lithium-ion pouch cells with unstructured NMC electrodes spontaneously fail within a cycle number range of 1000–1500, lithium-ion cells with laser-structured NMC electrodes indicated a stable cycling behavior up to 3000 cycles resulting in specific charge and discharge capacities of approximately 105 mAh/g (Figure 26). It could be shown that high coulomb efficiency can be reached even during long-term cycling. After 500 cycles the capacity retention of the cells with unstructured NMC electrode is 89%, while the capacity retention for cells with laser-structured NMC electrode is 94%. After 1000 cycles the capacity retention for cells with unstructured NMC electrode counts 85%. Concerning lithium-ion cells with laser-structured NMC electrode as well as after 1000 cycles, the capacity retention drops to 89%. A critical capacity value for lithium-ion cells is the 80% limit of the initial capacity. When reaching a capacity retention of 80%, the so-called “cell lifetime” is achieved. Lithium-ion cells with laser-structured NMC cathodes exhibited the longest lifetime with 2290 cycles. The 80% limit was reached for lithium-ion cells with unstructured NMC cathodes at 1199 cycles. Cells with unstructured NMC electrodes show a spontaneous failure after 1600 cycles, while cells with laser-structured NMC electrodes show only a slight decrease in capacity with increasing cycle number leading to a capacity of about 60% of the initial capacity after 10,000 cycles (Figure 26).

Regarding processing cost in battery manufacturing, the use of cost-efficient ns-laser radiation for the structuring process would be preferred. Therefore, the formation of capillary structures using ns-laser ablation as well as ultra- fast laser processing was investigated. For ns-laser radiation (wavelength 1064 nm, pulse length 200 ns) the laser beam energy is absorbed at the material surface, and due to heat conduction the temperature of the surrounding composite material increases. The binder material for tape cast electrodes (~5 wt%) is polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF), which has a low decomposition temperature in the range of 250–350°C [119]. Therefore, the PVDF binder matrix spontaneously evaporates, and active particles are removed from the laser beam interaction zone, which was demonstrated for the patterning of NMC electrodes (Figure 24B) [13]. A similar ablation process for metal/polymer composite materials has been described by Slocombe and Li [120]. Nanosecond laser ablation is not appropriate for each type of electrode material. For example, ns-laser structuring of LFP electrodes leads to melt formation and to an undesired modification of the active material, very similar to the already discussed phase changes which occur during laser cutting of LFP (see Section 4). The thermal impact of laser processing can be significantly reduced by using ultrafast laser ablation. Furthermore, the ablation efficiency of LFP increases by a factor of 3 by using femto- or picosecond laser ablation in comparison to ns-laser ablation [117]. For battery production costs it is important to reduce the amount of ablated material which in turn means that small-capillary widths and high aspect ratios are preferred. By using ultrafast laser ablation, it could be shown that the aspect ratio could be significantly increased and that the loss of active material can be reduced from 20% down to values below 5%.

### 7 Future perspectives

To get chemical change information in battery materials on submicron and micrometer scales, there can be several
technologies applied ex situ and post-mortem. Such very well-established technologies are, e.g. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), EDX, or TOF-SIMS. Besides the problem to have a low lithium sensitivity for technologies such as XPS or AES, all of these technologies suffer in general from a large measuring time, measuring under vacuum conditions, and a limitation in information depth and measuring area. For a chemical mapping of a complete electrode down to the current collector, laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) seems to be an appropriate analytical technique, which is quite sensitive to lithium detection. There are only a few groups that are using this technology for investigating battery materials [60, 103, 121–125]. Hou et al. [122] realized a 3D multi-elemental mapping of solid electrolyte material in a 3D space of 1.11 x 1.11 x 0.035 mm³ with 74 μm lateral resolution. In a rather new approach large areal NMC electrodes (5 x 5 cm²) with a thickness of 100 μm, or even thicker, were entirely investigated by LIBS with a lateral resolution of 100 μm [124]. It is a rather new approach to apply LIBS for a comprehensive chemical characterization for complete large areal and thick-film electrodes down the current collector in order to investigate chemical degradation mechanisms and the impact of 3D electrode architectures on lithium distribution [60, 103, 123, 124, 126]. It could be shown so far that 3D electrode structures can provide new lithium-insertion paths, which enhance the capability of the electrode material to accept high charging/discharging currents (Figure 20). LIBS can be used for local chemical analysis such as element depth profiling and element mapping of cycled electrodes. Finally, new scientific findings regarding degradation mechanisms due to electrochemical aging of advanced electrode materials with different cell architectures (structured, unstructured) can be explored. In summary, the mechanisms associated with the performance evaluation of 3D structure micro-battery and the structure and chemical evolution on nanometer and micrometer scale are an important leading basic subject for the development of HE/high-power density batteries.

Figure 27 shows an example for a lithium mapping of an electrochemically cycled unstructured electrode. LIBS was performed for an area of 5 x 5 cm², which corresponds to the footprint area of the electrode. The electrode was used as NMC cathode in a 45 mAh pouch cell with a polyolefin separator and graphite as counter electrode. Before assembly, a periodic through-hole-pattern was generated by fs-laser radiation into the separator material in order to reinforce the battery degradation process. A significant cell degradation was achieved after 1000 cycles. After the cell capacity dropped down to 10 mAh, the cell was disassembled. Figure 27A provides 3D information of the lithium concentration in different layers. The 2D mapping (Figure 27B) shows the lithium concentration along the electrode surface which is varied, and obviously two spots with a significant lithium increase could be detected. These spots are related to lithium plating, which in turn can induce an electrical shortcut in the battery and a drop in capacity. It was shown that chemical degradation can be illustrated for a complete pouch cell by using LIBS. The impact of laser-structured electrodes on the lithium distribution was recently investigated [60, 103, 124].

Figure 27: LIBS lithium elemental mapping of an electrochemically cycled and degraded NMC pouch cell electrode (5 x 5 cm²). The amount of x of lithium in LiₙNi₀.₃Mn₀.₃Co₀.₃O₂ is illustrated. (A) 3D layer-by-layer contour map of lithium concentration, and (B) 2D mapping of lithium concentration (second layer). The depth per pulse is 4 μm.
Several laser processes and their impact on battery performance were presented. These technologies show different types of readiness level regarding up-scaling and a possible integration in state-of-the-art battery production lines. For laser cutting of electrodes a high degree of process readiness level is achieved, and commercial ns-laser cutter systems adapted to battery manufacturing are available and can be introduced in cell manufacturing. Nevertheless, laser cutting will be further developed regarding next generation of batteries using the thick-film concept. Ultrafast laser cutting of electrodes offers improved cut edge qualities, less debris formation, and an improved ablation efficiency, which will be essential for a new electrode cutter generation.

The processing speed of laser drying of electrodes seems to be a main drawback. In general, fast drying of electrodes will raise problems of crack formation and mechanical stability of the electrodes. This will get even worse by the required transfer of this technology to thick-film electrode materials (>100 μm). In ongoing research, an up-scaling of this technology and a precise adjustment of process parameters will be necessary and is meaningful regarding an important contribution for saving of energy in battery production lines.

Laser structuring of composite electrodes is one of the most promising approaches regarding battery performance improvement by the 3D battery concept and an increase of battery safety and production reliability. A homogenous and rapid electrode wetting with liquid electrolyte has several advantages, such as a significant reduction of production costs, an increased battery lifetime, and an easy transfer of this technology to HE and high-power batteries using the thick-film concept. The increased lifetime will be further reinforced by providing liquid electrolyte reservoirs in laser-generated artificial porosity. Due to long lifetimes and a flexible use of those batteries in stand-alone energy storage devices or electrical vehicles, second-life applications will become possible leading to an environmental sustainable use.

For ongoing research and development, laser technologies need to be adapted to new materials, processing speeds, and footprint areas provided in state-of-the-art and next generation battery production lines. Furthermore, a processing match or selection of laser technologies to different cell designs, such as pouch cells, prismatic cells, or cylindrical cells, will be necessary.
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